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President’s Message
Another school year is beginning! One of the best things about being a teacher is
the fact that we get “do-overs” every September! A chance to improve everything
from classroom management to homework policies to lesson planning. It is a true
gift that is unique to our profession. As mathematics educators, we know just how
important learning from mistakes and struggles is. We call it problem solving and
it is what we try diligently to instill in our students. Well, what is the saying “physician, heal thyself?” I have found students to be quite interested as I admit
that I am trying something new. I will say things like, “Last year when I did this
activity I didn’t give students enough time, so I revamped it and am anxious to try
it with you”, or, “I used to not count homework as much but I found that my students didn’t do as well on the quizzes and tests so I started grading homework and
marking period grades improved. Showing students that we try multiple methods
until a satisfactory solution is found can pay dividends as we ask them to do the
same thing when solving equations, solving systems, verifying trig identities,
proving theorems just to name a few. So take a good hard look at your teaching
practices and lessons and assignments. If you aren’t happy with the results,
change them, try something new and let your students know that you are doing so.
Model error analysis. Model perseverance. Model problem solving. Have a wonderful start to the academic year and enjoy the articles in this magazine.

Kelly Brent
PCTM President
brentk@carlisleschools.org
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Welcome from the Editors

Debbie Gochenaur and Edel Reilly
Dear Readers:
Welcome to this issue where the focus is on bringing active learning activities into the
mathematics classroom. In August 2016, the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences
(CBMS) released a statement with a call for active learning in all aspects of mathematics
teaching. They define Active Learning as “classroom practices that engage students in activities, such as reading, writing, discussion, or problem solving, that promote higher-order thinking.” They list several activities that can be used throughout the math classroom to promote active learning including: Think-Pair-Share, Flipped-Classrooms, and Inquiry Based Learning.
Active learning provides opportunities for students to discover many of the concepts we are
hoping to teach them. In many instances, because these students have been actively involved in
learning they tend to have a better conceptual understanding of the concepts, retain the information, and are doing mathematics. Active learning activities allow students to get excited
about learning mathematics and gives them ownership of what is happening in their mathematics classes.
In this issue you will read several different perspectives on how your colleagues get their students involved in active learning. Mark Mikus shares ways in which using a Growth Mindset
can build resilience in our students. Lindsay Beyer and Jordan Alsop report on research that
has been carried out on Concrete-Representation-Abstract Strategies to help students understand mathematics. Chris McCaffrey discusses using video, peer-teaching, and movement to
help students grasp complex concepts. And Jo Kinsey shares what she does in her First Grade
class daily to get students thinking about mathematics.
You will also read about National Statistics Competition Winners as well as the PCTM 2019
Award winners announced at the recent PCTM 2019 Annual Conference.
Thank you for being a member of PCTM and we hope you enjoy this issue.
Edel and Debbie
Please email us your comments,
suggestions, articles, etc. to
pctm.editor@gmail.com. More information
on submission guidelines may be found on
page 41.
We look forward to hearing from you!
~Debbie
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PCTM 2019 Annual Summer Conference
Franci Dempsey
On behalf of the 2019 Conference Committee, I would like to congratulate all of you who
attended the 68th Annual PCTM Conference at the Hilton Harrisburg on August 7-8, 2019. It
was inspiring to see hundreds of teachers committed to professional growth and taking time
out of their busy summers to strive for more in the classroom. I was excited to meet countless first time attendees at the conference and have a chance to connect with many of you.
Our wish was that all attendees found a diverse range of sessions and workshops to attend,
met many new people, and found a multitude of ideas to implement in your classrooms. We
surpassed our numbers from the past few years with attendance over three hundred people.
We look forward to continuing that upwards trend next year!
Our ultimate goal this year was to increase our networking and to build more relationships
in our math community. From the survey and feedback, it was evident that our goal was met.
Many people described the conference as upbeat, peppy, and a wonderful opportunity to
connect with fellow educators. There were new opportunities and events this year that provided just that. We were happy to offer our first Pre-Conference hosted by Desmos. Sixty
people came to the conference a day early to learn more about Desmos in this hands-on and
engaging three-hour workshop. A few members of the Desmos team shared activities, introduced the activity builder and left time to work with teachers 1-1 while they explored the interactive website. Further,
we offered our first Trivia Night held at the Federal Taphouse on Wednesday night. We were
beyond thrilled with the attendance and nearly filled the entire place. Participants had fun
scratching their brains for answers to clever and witty questions with a creative math twist.
We look forward to making this a tradition and continuing it at our next conference.
On the morning of the first day of the conference and for the second time, the conference
featured an IGNITE Session comprised of seven featured speakers. As is the tradition, each
speaker had a pre-timed, planned presentation of exactly five minutes using 20 powerpoint
slides. This exhilarating and fast-paced event offered a sneak peek into some of the great
sessions the conference included. Our Ignite speakers this year were Robert Berry, Daniel
Kaufmann, Jennifer Abel, Steve Phelps, Carl Oliver, Justin Aion, and Annie Fetter. Go on
twitter to learn more about them.
We were fortunate enough to have two Keynote Speakers this year. On Wednesday we
heard from Dan Meyer, CAO of Desmos, Inc. Dan’s talk titled “Three Uncommon Messages About Mathematics That Every Student Should Know” evoked passion and excitement
from the audience. He explained how math is POWER, that power makes SENSE, and that
students ALREADY have that power. He provided strategies and confidence to help instill
those messages into our future students. On Thursday Robert Q. Berry, NCTM President,
“Examined Equitable Teaching using the Mathematics Teaching Framework.” His session
was upbeat and interactive. He delivered practices for teachers to empower their students
with the confidence to believe that they are all capable of doing mathematics. We are grate-
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ful for the positive messages from both of our Keynote Speakers and we thank them for
their generous time.
During the past year many people worked tirelessly to make this conference such a success and I would like to take this opportunity to thank them. Steve Fuguet brought new
ideas and his tech savvy talents to the team as Conference Co-Chair and Social Media
Chair. Bob Lochel and Sue Negro as Program Co-Chairs have worked tremendously to
put together a stunning program. There was a wide variety of sessions to choose from that
ranged from early childhood mathematics to higher education. Barb Miller did an excellent job as Exhibits Chair. We had 13 exhibitors who were excited to demonstrate their
wares. Robert Baier was new to the group and did a remarkable job serving the role of
Registration Chair. He insured that the registration process was smooth and quick and we
are thankful for his enormous efforts. Thankfully Steve Cicioni served as the Treasurer
making sure the bills were paid. To say that Tim Seiber worked diligently is an understatement. He went above and beyond as Technology Chair to make sure every breakout
room was well equipped with a projector and document camera that were in good working
order for our presenters. Marianne McFadden was the chair of Advertising and we are
thrilled with the success she had as evidenced by the attendance. Edel Reilly did a great
job managing all of the ACT 48 credits and they have already been submitted. Christine
Weigand worked with the NCTM to have available for conference attendees many of the
wonderful publications NCTM currently has available for purchase along with a generous
PCTM attendee discount. Matt Newell did a fantastic job as photographer for the first
time and you should see those pictures on our website shortly. A local information sheet
including things to do in the city was created by Charles Stanbery, Local Hospitality
Chair, which included activities held on City Island and an Escape Room all of which
were within walking distance from the Hilton. And last, but certainly not least, Marian
Avery who keeps everyone motivated and everything on track as the PCTM Conference
Planning Chair. She is the glue that holds us together and I am grateful for her passionate
work.
Ultimately, the biggest thank you goes out to all of you who attended the conference. It
was beyond exciting and rewarding to hear such positive comments over the two day conference. Further, thank you for taking the time to fill out the survey and provide valuable
feedback for us to use in planning for next year. We will be at Pattan next July 23-24,
2020. In addition to another IGNITE session, our Keynote Speakers will be Steve Leinwand and Sunil Singh. We will also provide another Pre-Conference workshop hosted by
Texas Instruments on July 22nd.
We hope that you will attend the 2020 conference and ask someone to join you that has
not attended a PCTM Conference before. Keep spreading the joy in math!
Franci Dempsey
2019 Conference General Chair
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Building Resilience in Your Students by Implementing Growth Mindset
Mark Minkis
The Pencil Incident
In October 2015, a 4th Grade student walked up and stood quietly in front of his teacher’s
desk. With no expression and a matter-of-fact tone of voice, he said, “I don’t have a pencil.”
The boy stood there for quite some time, quietly waiting for someone to solve his problem.
With a wry smile, his teacher said, “What are two ways you could solve that problem for
yourself?” The student walked away and was eventually able to borrow a pencil from a classmate.
This anecdote was shared at our next Intermediate School Team Meeting. Other teachers
quickly chimed in with similar stories about how their students would often shut down or flat
out refuse to try a difficult task. Many students would ask questions at every step in a process, needing to receive constant feedback and approval.
We now call it “The Pencil Incident,” and four years later, it has transformed the way that we
view and teach students at Community Day School (CDS), an age 3 to Grade 8 pluralistic
Jewish day school in Pittsburgh.
Do your students lack stamina when it comes to taking the necessary steps to get to a solution? Are they too worried about “looking smart?” Do they sometimes get extremely upset
when a small setback occurs? Do they give up easily when faced with a challenging math
problem or concept? At CDS, our Intermediate School teachers saw all of this and more.
After “The Pencil Incident,” we spent the rest of that school year having discussions and
brainstorming sessions. We concluded that our kids had developed a bad case of learned helplessness. After many more conversations, we finally agreed on the bigger problem—our students lacked resilience. As a team, we became determined to find the best way to build resilience in our 9- and 10-year-olds. Our research led us to Carol Dweck and Growth Mindset.
“No matter what your ability is, effort is what ignites that ability and turns it into accomplishment” (Dweck, 2016).
Growth Mindset vs. Fixed Mindset
About 30 years ago, Stanford University psychologist Carol Dweck and her colleagues began
researching attitudes about failure. Those findings led to more research that showed a student’s underlying beliefs (mindset) about learning and intelligence significantly impacted
motivation and achievement. Dweck coined the terms “growth mindset” and “fixed mindset”
to provide a frame for her research that could be more easily understood. “In a growth mindset, people believe that their most basic abilities can be developed through dedication and
hard work—brains and talent are just the starting point. This view creates a love of learning
and a resilience that is essential for great accomplishment” (Dweck, 2016). Students with a
growth mindset tend to embrace challenges, persist in the face of obstacles, and see effort as
the path to mastery. In math class, these are the students who will attempt a problem that
they’ve never seen before rather than obsess over “getting it right.” These students recognize
that mistakes are opportunities for growth and don’t define us. Children who adopt a growth
mindset feel comfortable making mistakes and learning from them.
PCTM Magazine
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On the other hand, students with a fixed mindset believe their talents, abilities, and intelligence are fixed traits. They believe that success is possible with talent alone. These students
tend to have a desire to “look smart.” As a result, they often avoid challenges, give up easily
in the face of obstacles, and see effort as a waste of time. These students might say, “I’m not
good at math” or “I’m not really a math person.” This way of thinking offers a built-in excuse to put forth less effort and give up easily when faced with a problem that seems too difficult. Some writers refer to students with a fixed mindset as “pedestal kids” (i.e, they’ve
been put on a pedestal by parents and teachers who have told them “you’re so smart” for
their entire lives). At some point, these children realize they are on the pedestal because they
are smart and they never want to get knocked off by mistakes or failure. Consequently, some
of our brightest students shut down when a math problem is just beyond their grasp. If they
quit, they are never “exposed” as not being intelligent and get to stay on the pedestal.

As educators, we have a responsibility to help our students develop a growth mindset. This
shift will impact far more than just the way that children learn and their level of academic
success. More importantly, adopting a growth mindset will allow students to feel more emotionally safe at school and to have a significantly better life.
Two years ago, on the first day of school, one of our Intermediate School teachers had just
concluded the first Growth Mindset Mini-Lesson with the 4th graders. At the end of the lesson, a 9-year-old turned to his teacher and said quietly, “Now I don’t have to keep acting
smart.” 9-years-old. This is about way more than math alone.
Teaching Growth Mindset
Effectively teaching growth mindset can be done in a variety of ways. Numerous resources
of varying length and depth are available to educators across grade levels. At CDS, we have
successfully created a growth mindset culture in Grades 4-8 by focusing on four areas:
Scope, Environment, Language, and Mini-Lessons.
Scope
We all know that we are more likely to succeed at a difficult task if we are doing that task
with other like-minded individuals. That’s one reason why people join health clubs to get in
shape. It has less to do with the ellipticals and free weights and much more to do with the
person to your left who is also trying to drop 10 pounds. The larger the scope, the easier it
will be to implement growth mindset with your students. At our school, students go from
class to class and hear the same language, see the same posters, and have the same growth
mindset message reinforced throughout the day. Our teachers are like a broken record about
growth mindset. Maybe you can’t get your entire school behind this goal, but what about the
math department, the teachers on your hall, or just one teacher across the hall? What we do is
emotional work. This initiative will be hard, there will be setbacks, and you will need someone to encourage you. If there is no ally in your building, perhaps a teacher friend elsewhere
can inspire you through texts and social media. The bigger the better, but getting at least one
person in your life on board is invaluable. Even if it is just you, always remember that you
are the person in charge of creating and maintaining the culture in your classroom.
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Environment
The only way that growth mindset can gain a foothold in your classroom is for you to intentionally create an emotionally safe space for your students where they know that it is OK to
fail. That means zero tolerance for snide remarks, snickering, sighs, and eye rolls from students who understand a concept the first time. Growth mindset can germinate, blossom, and
thrive in your classroom, but only if it is a safe space in which students can make mistakes.
Another powerful way to create a growth mindset environment is with posters, which are a
low-cost/free way to reinforce this important message. Just Google “growth mindset posters,”
print them on your school’s copier, and hang them in your classroom. Are your students into
Star Wars, LeBron James, or Taylor Swift? There’s a growth mindset poster for that.

Language
What you say and how often you say it will have, by far, the largest impact on whether your
students shift from a fixed to a growth mindset. At Community Day School, our teachers have
become experts in saying the right thing.
Praise: Our 4th-8th Grade teachers never praise a student for intelligence or ability. However, they will heap praise for displaying effort, stamina, resilience, and creative strategies. You will not hear a CDS teacher say, “You are SO smart!” I tell kids all the time
(as young as 4th Grade), “I don’t care if you are smart. I care if you know how to work
hard.” It may take some time for you to transition into this “process praise mentality,”
but there are helpful resources available (see the last bibliography entry).
The power of “yet”: Help your students develop an important habit that will impact every
area of their lives: putting the word “yet” at the end of a sentence. “I don’t know how
to divide fractions, yet.” “I am not good at math, yet.” I really have no idea what I’m
doing out there on the basketball court, yet.” Do you require your students to use precise math vocabulary? Of course you do. You can also require them to put the word
“yet” at the end of a sentence that they use to describe themselves negatively. It immediately shifts the focus from what is (fixed) to what is possible with hard work
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(growth). You will model this strategy for them with your words and remind them
when they slip. In no time at all, they will be saying “yet” without even thinking
about it!
Celebrate mistakes: It may sound corny, but we make a really big deal about celebrating mistakes at our school. “That was the best mistake that I’ve seen all day!”
“Amanda, that was a fantastic mistake! Let’s see what we can learn from this.” “I expect you to make mistakes. It’s the kinds of mistakes that you make along the way
that tell me how to support you.” Many of our students used to get anxious or paralyzed by even thinking about making a mistake. Now most of our kids just dive in
and give it a try.
Brain plasticity: It may seem like 9- and 10-year-olds are too young to learn about neuroplasticity. Actually, they intuitively understand almost immediately that the brain is
like a muscle that gets stronger the more that you use it. Almost all of them can ride a
bike, and they quickly make connections to see how a new "bike riding" neural pathway was created through repetition, failure, and effort. Available resources and short
videos make this concept very easy to teach. As they begin to understand brain plasticity, students change their perceptions about their own abilities and are more likely
to embrace mistakes and take on challenges.
Other things to say: “Failure is not a permanent condition.” “You can actually get
smarter by failing at something and then trying again with a different strategy and
more effort.” “You might be struggling, but you are making progress. I see your
growth (in these places).” Be sure to emphasize the “productive struggle.” Also, remember to share your own growth mindset moments. Students tend to think that their
math teacher has always had it all together. None of us have it all together. Share
your most relatable story of overcoming something in your life that was a big challenge, but with effort and resilience, you persevered.
Growth Mindset Mini-Lessons
Math teachers struggle with a wide range of issues that are beyond their control, such as insufficient time to get everything done. The curriculum is overstuffed, the parents are needy,
the students are needier, and, oh by the way, growth mindset is not on the PSSAs. Even the
most supportive building principal must keep a close eye on how you are allocating your
time in math class. That said, the five Growth Mindset Mini-Lessons that we use at CDS
require only 15 minutes of class time, once a week, for five weeks. Those 75 minutes will
give you a return on your investment of time that is incalculable, but profound. Invest 75
minutes of instruction over five weeks, and then everything else mentioned in this article
will happen in the course of your regular teaching.
The Growth Mindset Mini-Lessons that we created here at CDS include:
Lesson 1: Introduction to Growth Mindset
Lesson 2: Neuroplasticity
Lesson 3: Self-Talk
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Lesson 4: Persistence, Resilience, and Grit
Lesson 5: Review and Application
I want to send you these resources for free. Just email me at mminkus@comday.org, and I
will share a Google Doc with you that contains the mini-lessons including Google Slides
with presenter’s notes, student handouts, video links embedded in the lessons, and a miniposter. This Google Doc also contains a wide variety of resources including links to Carol
Dweck’s TED talks, the diagram found near the beginning of this article, ideas for how to
give feedback, and links to other outstanding resources.
Conclusion
You are now armed with the knowledge of why teaching growth mindset is so incredibly important for your students. You now have access to Mini-Lessons and other resources to help
you get started. It will not be easy, but it will be worth it. Always remember that you are the
person with the largest influence over the culture of your classroom. Have a plan, be intentional, and then e-mail me with your successes so that we can celebrate together (I’m also
pretty good at giving pep talks). I look forward to hearing about how your “pedestal kids” are
evolving into “gritty kids.” Just remember that 30 years of research shows that this investment of your precious time will be worth it. More importantly, your kids are worth it.
References
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For the last seven years, Mark Minkus has been the Head of Intermediate School and Middle School at Community Day School
in Pittsburgh. Prior to that, Mark was the Head of School at a K12 private school for 21 years. He is passionate about helping
teachers grow as educators while taking care of themselves as human beings.
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National Statistics Poster Competition Winners 2019
by Peter Skoner
The Spring 2019 issue of the PCTM Magazine listed the winner posters, students, and
teachers for the 2019 Pennsylvania Statistics Poster Competition. Since those winners were
announced, the American Statistical Association (ASA) Data Visualization Poster Competition announced their winning posters that included three posters from students in Pennsylvania! Pennsylvania is the state with the second most posters selected at three out of 17 total posters recognized.
(http://www.amstat.org/asa/education/ASA-Statistics-Poster-Competition-for-Grades-K12.aspx)

The winning Pennsylvania posters from the national competition are listed below. Congratulations to the four students and their respective teachers recognized for the three Pennsylvania posters selected.
Grades K-3 ASA Data Visualization Poster Competition (from Pennsylvania)
Third Place: Zander Bogust and Maxwell Lloyd, Float Time, Jacksonwald Elementary
School, Taught by Kathy Walker
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Grades 4-6 ASA Data Visualization Poster Competition (from Pennsylvania)

Honorable Mention:
Calvin Hoffman, Cup Of Joe or
No, No, No!,
Rydal Elementary School,
Taught by Pamela DaSilva

Grades 7-9 ASA Data Visualization Poster Competition (from Pennsylvania)
Honorable Mention:
Rachel Snyder, Video Violence,
Greater Latrobe Junior High School,
Taught by Liz Prady
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Video, Peer-Teaching & Movement
By Chris McCaffrey
Later start times for secondary students (UW News), as well as music and the arts (Kisida)
have a remarkable impact on students’ academic, social, and emotional outcomes. We have
all read and heard about countless educational initiatives leading to improved achievement
or engagement, but we don’t always have control over implementing such widespread
measures. One world we do have control over, as teachers, is within our classroom walls.
The teacher determines the amount of student communication, engagement, and physical activity in the classroom.

Learning is social and as Vygotsky in 1962 first stated, “...we learn through our interactions
and communications with others. He suggested that learning takes place through the interactions students have with their peers, teachers, and others”(Vygotsky). The idea of socializing in the classroom is in line with students wanting to interact and talk constantly with their
peers. The ability to communicate ideas, either in written, oral, or other forms like video,
deepens understanding. As teachers, we know when you have to teach a concept you must
learn it more deeply. Remembering back to the first time I taught about matrices and finding
determinants using Cramer's Rule, I did not fully understand the concept until the unit was
over. The next year I taught it, I understood it even more deeply. Having students communicate ideas allows them to deepen their understanding, and in the long run, proves to solidify
their learning. We all have asked students about recalling a concept and to our surprise they
have acted like they never have heard of the concept before. This is because they just “did
the math” and did not get an opportunity to experience it. Students are all too familiar and
comfortable with not understanding math. They default to just solving the problems by
memorizing procedures and then regurgitating the information.
We also know movement can help students learn complex concepts. “Keeping the body active promotes mental clarity by increasing blood flow to the brain, making activity vital to
both learning and physical and neurological health” (Abdelbary). Numerous times we forget,
especially as secondary teachers, students sit most of the 7+ hours they are in school. Many
educators have recently embraced the “Shadow a Student Challenge”, and ironically educators remark how exhausted they were after the experience. The challenge opened their eyes
to just how sedimentary and non-social classes can be for our students.
Technology in the classroom is not a new kid on the block, however, a myriad of students
still do not have adequate access. Added to that, numerous teachers are not sure how to leverage technology effectively, especially in the math classroom. In regards to student
achievement and engagement, we all have heard of “flipping the classroom” and “blended
learning”, but what is the bang for the buck? Technology can free up the teacher to create
more personalized relationships, save precious instructional time, and allow for more differ-
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entiation where students experience learning through the 4C’s of creativity, communication,
collaboration, and critical thinking.
The McCammon Method is one teaching method leveraging video, peer-teaching, and movement, which are simple yet powerful research-based instructional strategies. First, videos can
create a self-paced learning resource for students. Students can watch the videos anywhere, anytime, and as many times as they need to process the information. According to research, selfpaced learning environments can increase student achievement. Videos can free up a significant amount of class time, which then allows for students to be active and collaborative in their
learning (McCammon). Second, challenging students to work in groups to re-teach content is a
great way to have students explain their thinking through communication and develop collaboration skills. This re-teaching informs the teacher as to whether students learned the material.
Lastly, teachers can take more opportunities throughout each lesson to get students out of their
seats and up and moving. Movement also promotes attention, memory, and creative thinking.
Incorporating these three strategies; videos, peer-teaching, and movement in the classroom can
create an efficient and active learning environment. One example would be having groups of 23 students to move to a whiteboard station pinned on the wall. The teacher then plays a snippet
of a video conveying a specific math concept. Next, the students would collaborate with their
group to reteach the concept, in their own words, using their whiteboard to illustrate. Lastly,
each group then teaches their new lesson to another group. While this re-teaching is going on,
the teacher formally assesses the groups' performance to understand who may need more support or if there needs to be any whole class re-teaching. The teacher can do the same process to
work through all the concepts of the lesson. So, instead of lecturing while the students sit passively, the teacher can choose to move through the content efficiently and actively. Throughout
the lesson, students teach the information and are up and moving most of the class. The
McCammon Method encourages students to strengthen their active listening, communication,
collaboration, critical thinking, and creativity skills.
This is just one method of getting students engaged, talking and moving in the classroom. Additionally, there is an abundance of other simple ideas that are quick to execute, like “Stand
and Talk”, “Walk and Talk”, and “Think-Pair-Share” while standing. You can find more ideas
and resources linked in this presentation: tinyurl.com/WSDMove and more math specific resources for engagement and communicating at SCMath.org.
References
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Magnets for Math Graphing Fun
by Jo Kinsey

When setting up your classroom, you’re always looking to get the most out of what little
space you have. My students need to sign up for lunch daily and I like to make that task into
a math learning activity.
On the first day of school I give each child a business card magnet that has been covered
with construction paper. They decorate it and, in our classroom, put it on the side of a metal
filing cabinet. I’ve already made magnetic signs with “main lunch,” “alternate lunch,”
“salad” which are our cafeteria’s choices. (I also put each child’s name and lunch ID number on a slap bracelet. Until they memorize their number, it goes with them to lunch on the
slap bracelet. It returns after lunch and recess and is put back in the appropriate place for the
next day.)
Each morning, those who are buying lunch put their magnets under their lunch choice. The
result is a graph. As part of our morning routine we discuss choices in math talk. This takes
a few minutes and is a low entrance/high ceiling activity.
In the beginning, I ask my students, “How many people are buying lunch?” and “How do
you know?” This gives me insight as to how they think mathematically and gives them experience with a graph. Answers vary from, “I counted the magnets” to an explanation of
how a child has combined lunch choices or deconstructed and reconstructed to get an answer. It’s always amazing to me to “see” how they think.
As the year progresses, the questions vary and get more difficult as we gain more math
skills. “How many people are not buying lunch?” “How many more people are buying pizza than chicken nuggets?”
Or I can open up the discussion and challenge the children to give me true statements about
the lunch graph. They might be using “more than,” “fewer than,” and ”the same” in that discussion.
Our classroom has magnetic white boards, so we can easily use the name magnets to connect math to other subjects. We’ve built vertical and horizontal graphs, made sorting circles
and Venn diagrams. When reading a story about a super-hero, our graph answered the question, ”Which super-power would you like to have?” Choices such as invisibility, reading
minds, and being able to fly have made interesting graphs and provided fodder for lots of
interesting discussions. The possibilities for graphs are limitless and take little time to construct and discuss.
At year’s end, the children are thrilled to take home their magnets.
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The CRA Strategy and its Effects on Understanding Mathematics
Jordan Alsop & Lindsay Beyer
Imagine standing in front of a mathematics classroom of 25 mixed ability students as they
are presented with a word problem. The scenario may look something like this: Four or
five of the highest achieving students eagerly attack the problem, trying various techniques
they have learned previously. Eight other students read the problem, try one or two quick
operations with the numbers, then quickly become frustrated and give up. Six students instantly raise their hands, asking for assistance while claiming that they have never learned
anything like this before. Lastly, five or six of the lower achieving students in the class do
not even attempt the problem. Many of the students who were quick to give up become
bored and begin to act out, causing major distractions to others in the classroom. I think all
would agree that this situation sounds less than ideal, but rather somewhat chaotic. Unfortunately, scenarios similar to this often become a harsh reality in many modern
mathematics classrooms.
With the adoption of the Common Core State Standards Initiative in 2010, the amount of
rigor and levels of conceptual understanding required for mathematics students is at an alltime high. Additionally, with the passing of legislation like the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Improvement Act in 2004, and the No Child Left Behind Act in 2002, teachers are
now faced with classrooms of very diverse learners, including those with specific learning
disabilities. According to research, the achievement gap between typically developing students and students with disabilities continues to grow because students with disabilities progress much slower, especially when trying to address various standards for mathematical
practice (Agrawal, 2016). Increased pressure from district, state, and national regulations,
coupled with diverse classrooms and a growing achievement gap, teachers are often stuck
with few resources and expected to meet high expectations. So how can successful instruction be achieved? One strategy that research suggests is focusing on how to present material to attain higher levels of conceptual understanding with students. If teachers can use an
evidence based strategy like the concrete-representational-abstract (CRA) teaching sequence, they can better meet the needs of their students, promoting higher levels of abstract
reasoning for all learners. The concrete-representational-abstract teaching strategy is an effective framework for helping all students, especially those who struggle or have specific
learning disabilities, reach deeper conceptual understanding of mathematics content. Focused on helping students attain abstract reasoning skills, this method of instruction
has proven to be effective with a variety of mathematics concepts ranging from early elementary to secondary levels. For the remainder of this writing, we will look to discuss this
unique teaching methodology, as well as identify key aspects addressing why it is effective.
So what exactly is CRA? Before we discuss the many benefits of this teaching strategy, it
is important to explain the basis of this teaching method. Concrete-representationalabstract is a framework of explicit instruction that is designed to help students learn to process the abstract relationships needed to solve problems. This ‘graduated sequence’ guides
students through three unique stages of instruction (Bouck, 2017). First, students begin
solving problems with concrete manipulatives. This allows them to bring mathematics conPCTM Magazine
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tent “to life” as they become part of what they are learning. In the second stage, students
use visual representations to begin to “bridge the gap” between concrete manipulatives
and abstract symbols, relationships, and notations (Agrawal, 2016). Here, students begin
to make use of drawings and pictures of their concrete manipulatives to begin to internalize the concept being learned. Often accompanied by strategies like graphic organizers,
detailed diagrams, expansion boxes, or even virtual manipulatives, tightening the relationship between real-world objects and abstract symbols is the overall goal of this stage
(Mudaly, 2015). Finally, in the third stage, students learn to solve problems without any
support or visual aids. As students begin to reason abstractly, it is vital that teachers verbalize the steps of problem solving, using strategies like “think alouds” and prompting
with questions (Bryant, 2008). In doing so, students relate the abstract symbols and relationships to the first two stages, making crucial connections to deepen understanding.
It is important to note that when working within the CRA framework, students must
demonstrate mastery at each stage, before moving on to the next. As a whole, the progression from concrete, to representational, to abstract has proven to be effective and is
grounded in evidence based research that has spanned many years through both individual and group studies (Bouck, 2017). Additionally, research indicates success in different
mathematical skill domains, across various grade levels, and through vast ranges of student age (Agrawal, 2016). From this point, we will focus on aspects of CRA instruction
that make it effective, providing research evidence gathered for each.
The first component of the CRA framework that helps move students towards deeper
conceptual understanding is the idea that it provides multiple opportunities for students to
acquire knowledge and skills through multimodal and multi-representational forms of
learning (Witzel, 2008). As students move throughout the sequence, they are presented
material via numerous different representations (concrete manipulatives, pictures, drawings, diagrams, verbally, etc.). This helps reach a diverse group of learning styles contained within one classroom. In a quantitative study conducted by Tricia Strickland and
Paula Maccini (2012), this idea was evidenced when three students with learning disabilities were taught multiplying linear expressions within the context of solving algebraic
area problems. Before instruction, these students struggled greatly, and were among the
lowest achievers in the class. However, after carefully planning and implementing instruction via CRA, in the words of the authors, “...the integration of the concrete manipulatives, sketches of manipulatives, and abstract notation was an effective strategy to improve students’ conceptual understanding and procedural fluency of multiplying two linear expressions” (p. 142). Additionally, an article written by Jugnu Agrawal and Lisa
Morin (2016) supports the use of the multimodal approach offered by CRA instruction
across mathematical domains. As part of their writing, Agrawal and Morin documented
successes of CRA instruction in teaching place value, addition and subtraction, multiplication and division, fractions, and beginning works of algebra (Agrawal, 2016). The
CRA teaching sequence has proven to be a useful teaching method and is therefore beneficial to teachers because it is not content specific, but rather provides flexibility across
various mathematical concepts in a multi-representational fashion (Agrawal, 2016).
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The second component of the CRA framework that helps students on their journey towards
conceptual understanding involves meaningful manipulations of concepts in the first two
stages (concrete and representations) that allow students to rationalize more abstract mathematics into smaller, more easily understood steps and definitions (Witzel, 2008). This
component can be thought of as using tools to represent mathematical ideas. John Horton
conducted an action research study that explored the use of a representational mathematics
in a classroom alongside a Montessori approach. A traditional Montessori approach in a
classroom involves students modeling ideas instead of the typical drill and practice method. Horton’s plan was to take students from an already active style classroom and use a
CRA approach to examine the difference that it would make. For this study, Horton wanted to improve upon students’ basic number sense skills as it was apparent to him that students across the nation struggle with that concept. Horton states, “Current research suggests that one of the key factors for student success in mathematics is having number sense
and the important role that teachers and classrooms have in building that into the curriculum” (p. 5). Because number sense is such a crucial part of a student’s mathematical understanding, he found it to be a useful study topic. Students in a Montessori classroom
have experience with the first stage of the CRA approach as they are used to dealing with
concrete materials, such as chips, counters, fraction strips, and other modeling types. Although confident with concrete representations, these students lack knowledge and skills in
other areas. The purpose of this study was to bridge the gap for these learners by using
representational mathematics to eventually achieve ultimate comprehension.
The representational phase of the CRA approach places a great deal of emphasis on scaffolding. In his study, Horton starts off with more basic concepts such as counting by decade numbers. He then uses a skill that the students have easily mastered to help them
achieve a harder task like adding and subtracting three-digit numbers. This idea makes it
easier for students to be successful because the task seems less daunting when the skill you
are using is something you are familiar with. The Access Center provides a research brief
that identifies the representational stage as the “seeing stage” (Concrete- Representational,
1). To parallel this thought, Horton shows the students how to add and subtract the larger
numbers, using decade numbers on a number line. By making this a visual task, the students are able to understand and internalize what is actually happening during the process
by relating the visual representation to their concrete models, as opposed to just finding a
correct solution via an algorithm. The results of this study show that implementing the representational strategies after students have mastered concrete learning can be very successful, as students of all skill levels were able to increase their posttest scores. The scaffolding incorporated with CRA is crucial for struggling students to make better sense of the abstract mathematics they are trying to learn.
A third component of the CRA framework that contributes to its success pertains to the fact
that students with various learning styles are able to interact and connect with material in
multiple ways, which not only increases engagement but can improve their overall attitude
towards learning mathematics (Witzel, 2008). Teachers today face more classroom diversity than ever before, with many students coming from various backgrounds, learning in different ways, and operating at different levels. In a qualitative study conducted by Vimolan
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Mudaly and Jayaluxmi Naidoo (2015), six ‘master teachers’ in South Africa were observed and interviewed regarding their implementation of CRA teaching within their
classrooms. The researchers noted that the teachers studied were adamant that CRA was
an effective strategy for multiple mathematical concepts, especially in large classrooms of
diverse learners with few resources (Mudaly, 2015). This success was attributed to the
fact that this sequence, when implemented correctly, provides tasks and activities that are
accessible for all students. Lower level learners are able to engage with the material, and
break concepts into “easier to learn” processes as they progress through the stages
(Mudaly, 2015). Additionally, higher level achievers benefit from all three stages of instruction as they make more meaningful connections with prior knowledge and are able to
extend their thinking and deepen their understanding of more complex relationships
(Mudaly, 2015). In either case, it is easy to see that much of the success surrounding the
CRA teaching strategy revolves around the notion that teachers are able to make material
more relatable for a variety of learners, which can also increase motivation and desire to
learn.
One final benefit that results from CRA instruction that we would like to discuss involves
students’ ability to make generalizations. According to Witzel (2008), “Generalizations
developed through the CRA instructional sequence provide a more meaningful and contextually relevant alternative to shallow and rote memorization of algorithms and rules
taught in isolation” (p. 271). Referring back to the study by Agrawal and Morin, their
findings implicated that when students memorized various algorithms and processes, little
to no emphasis was placed on the conceptual knowledge needed to truly comprehend the
mathematics being learned. This leads to less retention of material, and lack of an ability
to relate what is being learned to real world situations (Agrawal, 2016). Additionally,
Strickland and Maccini noted similar remarks in their study regarding multiplying linear
factors. They found that students who participated in CRA instruction had a greater ability to apply their learning to a novel situation (Strickland, 2012). This not only demonstrates students’ ability to generalize as a result of careful instruction, but also provides
evidence that students are reaching higher levels of abstract reasoning through CRA that
can then be applied to real-world situations. This truly captures the ultimate goal of mathematics instruction today.
Although the research we have presented has shown a multitude of positive results with
this approach, like any method, there are challenges and drawbacks as well. Although no
documented failures of the strategy exist, most opposing views regarding CRA involve its
difficulty to implement, especially across an entire classroom. In most mathematics classes there are a wide variety of students, all of which have different skill levels. To implement this strategy effectively there would need to be a lot of planning and preparation involved (Witzel, 2008). For example, students would need to be given a pretest and then
grouped homogeneously. After this, it becomes the responsibility of the teacher to move
each group through the sequence at the appropriate pace, as some will reach mastery before others. According to the brief Concrete-Representational-Abstract Instructional Approach, “When using CRA, the teacher should provide multiple opportunities for practice
and demonstration to help students achieve mastery of the mathematical concept” (pg.
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4). Providing multiple demonstrations, practice, and assistance when dealing with five or
six different groups working at different stages can be difficult to manage. In addition to
this, few resources exist for teachers to learn how to correctly implement this approach in
their classroom. Witzel, Riccomini, and Schneider (2008) provide insight to the few resources available that guide teachers into beginning this approach stating, “Although research evidence is available to urge teachers and intervention specialists to use the CRA instruction sequence in their secondary mathematics classes, few middle and high school textbooks adequately and correctly use the CRA instructional sequence” (p. 272). In short,
much of the backlash regarding the CRA strategy pertains to the fact that it is difficult to implement, and takes time to properly complete. However, as an intervention, research supports CRA as an effective method for increasing student understanding.

In conclusion, the CRA approach is proven to be very successful. It has many benefits,
which have been synthesized and outlined above from numerous research studies. CRA
gives students the opportunity to use manipulatives, and visualize mathematical concepts
that would normally be taught simply through pencil and paper. Although few drawbacks
and challenges exist, the benefits of using this strategy greatly outweigh these “risks.” The
research we have discussed demonstrates that the instruction included within the CRA
framework leads to stronger connections and deeper understanding of concepts taught
throughout the K-12 mathematics curriculum. Additionally, these studies also show that
struggling students, as well as those with learning disabilities, can benefit exceptionally well
from this sequence. Overall, the concrete-representational-abstract framework is a promising strategy that mathematics teachers across grade levels and subject areas should add to
their toolbox of effective teaching methods!
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PCTM Award Winners 2019 Conference

Jo Kinsey

Distinguished Service Award
Distinguished Service Awards were given to Edel Reilly and Marian Avery for serving as Chairs
for the past two summer conferences. This award is given to recognize the dedication to PCTM
and the countless hours devoted to make sure our annual conferences are meaningful to mathematics educators throughout Pennsylvania.
Andrew Kreider New Teacher Award
Andrew Kreider, a second grade teacher at Brandywine Wallace Elementary School, Downingtown Area School District, was one of two recipients of the Pennsylvania Council of Teacher of
Mathematics (PCTM) New Teacher Award for 2019. This award is given to math educators,
grades K-12, who have taught for three years or less. The awardee must exhibit contagious enthusiasm and use innovative strategies when teaching mathematics.
Kreider was nominated by principal Dr. Linda Leib for the award. In her nomination letter Dr.
Leib stated that Mr. Kreider was ”among the first in our school to embrace innovative strategies
such as anchor tasks which empower students to explore and integrate new learning.” His lessons are “hands-on but also minds-on” and his teaching encourages “higher level thinking.”

With his students, Andrew Kreider has used stream-able lessons to solve problems with other
math teachers and classrooms around the United States. He also serves as Brandywine Wallace’s
technology innovator.
Michael Tori also received the New Teacher Award.
Michael has taught for two years at Excel Academy South an alternative school in the Philadelphia School System which serves over-age and under-credited students. He was nominated by
his principal Cassandra Oshinsky. Michael Tori teaches Algebra II and Pre-Calculus at Excel
Academy. Principal Oshinsky shared, “Mr. Tori has created an engaging, rigorous, and enjoyable classroom that focuses on the real-world application of mathematics concepts. He has related
difficult concepts that our students have always run from to real-world scenarios that are engaging and hands-on.” Michael is Department Lead for the Mathematics Department and has received the Staff of the Month Award on two occasions due to dedication to his craft.
Principal Cassandra Oshinsky was not able to present Michael with his award at the conference.
In her stead, his mother Mrs. Irene Tori, a math teacher for 25 years and a PCTM member presented him with the New Teacher Award.
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Leslie Frischman Master of Math Award (Middle School/Junior High School Level)
Leslie Frischman, a middle school teacher at Community Day School in Pittsburgh, was the
recipient of the Master of Math Award at the August conference for the Pennsylvania Council
of Teachers of Mathematics(PCTM). This award is given to math educators who have taught
for 7 or more years. They must exhibit contagious enthusiasm in their teaching and employ
innovative strategies to reach all students. Leslie Frischman was nominated by her principal,
Mark Minkus for the award.
Leslie has taught many different levels of math at Community Day School. She has high expectations for her students and adjusts her instruction so that each student meets success. Mrs.
Frischman has presented at local, state, and national conferences. At this year’s PCTM conference she shared her knowledge of interactive notebooks with fellow teachers. Principal
Minkus tells us that, “Leslie is a student of her students. As she gets to know them, each student realizes that she cares about them as a person more than as a math student. She is an expert on getting the most out of her students by using creative motivational techniques, engaging lessons and making her class fun.” She has made herself available to students who need a
little extra help in her extra time. At CDS she has also been active with school-wide activities
such as Pi Day, organizing and chaperoning trips, and mentoring other educators.
Dr. Timothy Seiber Hall of Fame Award

Dr. Timothy Seiber, a mathematics teacher at Eagle View Middle School in the Cumberland
Valley School District, was awarded the Pennsylvania Council of Teacher of Mathematics
(PCTM) Hall of Fame Award for 2019. The Hall of Fame Award is the organization’s highest
award. It is presented to a math educator who is regarded by his peers as making the greatest
impact on math students and has continually exemplified excellence as a mathematics educator.
Dr. Seiber became a member of PCTM in college and has been a member of the PCTM board
for 26 years. He has served in numerous board positions. He has been a mathematics teacher
for 44 years. Tim makes his teaching engaging and applicable to real-world scenarios. One of
his favorite projects is creating data about roller coasters.
Tim is one of those people who works hard and always brings his best to any situation. He
can be found at all PCTM conferences making sure other educators have what they need to
present.
Lynn Columba Past President Award
Lynn Columba was recognized for her work as Past President. As such, she was instrumental
in helping current president, Kelly Brent, lead PCTM in her first year of office.
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Mathematics Council of Western Pennsylvania
Mathematics Council of Western Pennsylvania is pleased to continue to
support and coordinate the annual Senior High Mathematics League. The
monthly competition runs from October of 2019 to April 2020. During the
2018-2019 academic year, 21 schools and 65 teams had participated. For more
information about the registration and schedule, please visit http://mcwp.us.
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Call for Manuscripts—Technology
NCTM Position:
It is essential that teachers and students have regular access to technologies that support
and advance mathematical sense making, reasoning, problem solving, and communication.
Effective teachers optimize the potential of technology to develop students' understanding,
stimulate their interest, and increase their proficiency in mathematics. When teachers use
technology strategically, they can provide greater access to mathematics for all students.
We would like to include in the Winter Issue of the PCTM Magazine ways our readers
have incorporated technology into their math classes. The pieces can be a full article or you
are free to submit short classroom ready activities with a brief overview. We place an emphasis on classroom activities that are aligned to the Pennsylvania Core State Standards
and the NCTM Principles and Standards for School Mathematics.
The deadline for submission is December 15, 2019.
Author Guidelines:
Manuscript Format: Manuscripts should be double-spaced, with 1-inch margins on all
sides, typed in 12-point font and follow the APA 6th Edition style guide. Manuscripts
should be submitted in Microsoft Word. If you have a picture or graphic in the text, please
include the original picture(s) in a separate file. A cover letter containing author’s name,
address, affiliations, phone, e-mail address, and the article’s intended audience should be
included in the e-mail.
Manuscript Submission: Manuscripts should be submitted electronically as an e-mail attachment to pctm.editor@gmail.com. Receipt of manuscripts will be acknowledged. After
NCTM President, Robert
Berry, getting audience participation during his keynote talk titled Examining
Equitable Teaching using
the Mathematics Teaching
Framework at the PCTM
2019 Annual Conference.
Photo by Matt Newell
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